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S. I am sure that the debate which took place in the
Second Committee, and the debate which will now no
doubt take place on the report of the Second Committee
now before us in plenary, demonstrates beyond any
measure of doubt both the depth of feeling on this issue
and the depth of concern at the serious implications of the
approach advocated in the draft resolution [ibid., para. 9]
contained in the report.

"The General Assembly,

NEW YORK

to others who can make better use of it. But I have asked
for the floor at this time on a motion of procedure, because
I sincerely believe that the report [A/7383] on the
membership in UNCTAD from the Second Committee,
which has just been submitted, risks doing serious harm to
this Organization by institutionalizing the suspension of the
rights of a Member in a subsidiary body, by an Assembly
resolution, thus circumventing the provisions of the
Charter.

4. What the report of the Second Committee proposes to
do risks, in my view, creating a dangerous preced~nt

particularly harmful to minorities and smaller countnes,
whose riahts this Organization should at all times be careful
to prote~t, because anyone of us is apt to find himself at
one time or another in the minority, and most of the
countries represented here are small countries.
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6. I know that there are many delegations, apart from my
own, which are seriously concerned about this confronta
tion. They are concerned that in tr~rh:g to g1ve expression
to the general abhorrence felt at a policy followed by one
Member of this Organization, and abhorrence which is fully
shared by my delegation, a course of action is being
proposed that raises V~TY serious and far-reaching issues
affecting Li.e rights and obligations of all Members of the
Organization, particularly those in the minority.

7. Whether one agrees with the opinion [A/C2/L.1030]
of the Legal Counsel of the United Nations or not, it surely
has to be recognized that that opinion raised important
issues which need time for the fullest consideration if a
confrontation is to be avoided which could affect the role
and usefulness of UNCTAD, as well as relations within the
United Nations itself.

8. I should like to make it clear, in respect of what I am
about to propose, that I have no wish to interfere in any
way whatever with a full discussion of the issues raised by
the report..Indeed, my delegation will follow the discussion
and explanation of vote made by the delegations with the
greatest possible interest. But I should like, with your
permission, Mr. President, to propose the following simple
procedural motion [A/L.559] :

1

3. Mr. IGNATIEFF (Canada.): As my colleagues know, I
have been very sparing in the use of this rostrum, leaving it

* Resumed from the 1708th meeting.

President: Mr. Emilio ARENALES (Guatemala).

REPORT OF THE SECOND COMMITTEE
(PART I) (A/7383)

1. Mr. CHRISTIANSEN (Norway), Rapporteur of the
Second Committee: I have the honour to present the first
part of the report of the Second Committee. on item 34
[A/7383], which is in reference to the membership of the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development.
The draft resolution recommended by the Committee to
the General Assembly is contained in paragraph 9 of the
report and was approved by a roll-call vote of 49 votes to
22" with 23 abstentions, as is shown in paragraph 6 of the
report. I commend the Committee's report (part I) for the
consideration of the General Assembly.

Agenda item 34:
United Nations Conference on Trade- ~nd--Bevelopment
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(aj Report of the Conference on its second session

Report of the Second Committee
(b) Report of the Trade and Development Board

Report of the Second Committee
(c) Confirmation of the appointment of the Secretary-
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2. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I call upon
the representative of Canada, who wishes to submit a
motion of procedure.

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(continued) *

(a) Report of the Conference on its second se~ion

AGENDA ITEM 34

CJnited Nations

GENERAL
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Official Records

Pursuant to rule 68 of the rules of procedure, it was
decided not to discuss the report of the Second Committee.

(c) Confirmation of the appointment of the Secretary
General of the Conference

(b) Report of the Trade and Development Board
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"Decides to defer consideration of the draft resolution such move for enforcement against South Africa by the
contained in paragraph 9 of document A/7383." Security Council.

9. Mr. WALDRON-RAMSEY (United Republic of
Tanzania): We must, in all humility, decline to support the
motion just made by our colleagues from Canada, and we
shall explain our rejection of it in the following comments.

10. The report before us from the Second Committee
contains a draft resolution [A/7383, para. 9J which deals
with the membership of the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development. The draft resolution deals with a
new definition on the composition of UNCTAD.1t seeks to
amend an earlier resolution of the Assembly [resolution
1995 (XIX)], which set up UNCTAD in 1964. UNCTAD
was not set up by the Charter of the United Nations. It was
set up by a simple resolution adopted in the normal way by
the Assembly. UNCTAD was established and constituted by
virtue of Article· 22 of the Charter, which empowers the
Assembly to establish subordinate organs of itself. By virtue
of this enabling power, under Article 22, the General
Assembly permitted membership of UNCTAD to include
the full membership of the General Assembly, and ex
tended it beyond.

11. The question is, could the Assembly have limited the
membership in UNCTAD, in its resolution 1995 (XIX), to a
nUIilber less than the full membership of the Assembly; or,
put in another way, can the Assembly create a subordinate
organ composed of fewer members than the whole
Assembly? If the answer is yes, and the Assembly does so,
would this amount to a suspension of the rights and
privileges of a Member State? Or, in other words, has a
Member State, by virtue only of membership of the
Organization, the automatic right to be a member of every
organ or body of the Organization? Has Tanzania, for
instance, an automatic right to be a member of the Security
Council' or the Sea-Bed Committee!, or the Trusteeship
Council? Clearly, the answer is no.

12. If the Assembly has the right to constitute at' organ
composed of full membership, or less than full membership,
or more than full membership, then no Member State,
including .Tanzania, or the United Kingdom, or South
Africa, for mstance, has an automatic right to membership
of such a subordinate organ. That the Assembly has a right
to prescribe membership to a subordinate organ cannot be
disputed-that is to limit the membership of subordinate
bodies like UNCTAD, created under Article 22. The rights
and privileges, therefore, of no Member State are suspended
if the Assembly so limits membership of an organ as
expressly to exclude a Member State or permit its exclusion
to flow from the limitation of that particular membership.

13. We cannot take political action under Articles 35 and
36 of the Charter, invoking the initiative of the Security

.Council, because the United States, the United Kingdom
and France have veto powers on the Security Council and it
is safe to assume that those three Powers-the United
States, the United Kingdom and France-are the great
champions and defenders of South Africa and its apartheid
policies and that they will Invoke their powers to block any

. .1 .

1 Ad Hoc Committee to Study the Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed
and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction.

.......

14. What, then, is the draft resolution submitted by the
Second Committee seeking to do? It is seeking merely to
amend resolution 1995 (XIX) and redefine the membership
of UNCTAD in such a manner as to bar the participation of
South Africa in the Conference until it has changed its
policies and conformed to the principles and purposes of
the Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

15. This is a straightforward political question. No
fundamental legal or constitutional argument arises here.
The only constitutional argument that arises is whether or
not a current Assembly can amend legislation of an earlier
Assembly. The answer, clearly, is that it can. The present
draft resolution can amend resolution 1995 (XIX) of 30
December 1964 without creating a constitutional crisis. No
constitutional crisis arises. After all, no constitutional crisis
was created in 1950, when the so-called resolution for
peac\~ was passed [resolution 377 (V)J. No constitutional
crisis arose when, in 1962, the invasion of Cuba was
contemplated" No copstitutional crisis dethroning the prin
ciples and purposes of the Charter seemed to have arisen
when H couple of years ago the Dominican Republic was
shamelessly invaded by a permanent member of the
Security Council. No constitutional crisis was created when,
about four years ago, three permanent members of the
Security Council and another Western European State
mounted a so-called mercy mission in the Congo, pur
porting to save a doctor, and killed s'}veral thousand
innor.:ent African women and children. Where was the
con stitutional crisis when, in defiance of the purposes and
principles of the Charter, a bloody and merciless war was
unleashed by a powerful Member State against the defence
less people of Viet-Nam?

16. The draft resolution of the Second Committee seeks
to amend resolution 1995 (XIX); that is all it does. It seeks
to lay down a new definition of membership of UNCTAD.
Surely the Assembly has power to amend its own earlier
legislation? The Assembly has power in its own right to
limit or amend membership of its subordinate organs. If the
Assembly feels that an organ already established is too large
it has power to reduce it. Such a reduction has nothing to
do with the rights and privileges of membership under
Article 18, paragraph 2, of the Charter. For instance, the
Ad Hoc Committee on the sea-bed and the ocean floor is
composed of thirty-five Member States at the moment. The
Assembly is currently looking again at the size of that
subordinate organ. Some say it should be larger, that is in
the vicinity of fifty-five and not thirty-five; others say th?t
it should be smaller-twenty States.

17. Supposing the Assembly decides to reduce the number
to twenty and suppose, for instance, Tanzania, which is
now a member of that Committee, is dropped from the
Committee: can we argue that Tanzania was a member of
that Committee by virtue of the rights and privileges of
membership, and that to drop us from the Committee is to
suspend those rights and privileges? Can we argue that we
had an automatic right to membership of the Committee by
virtue of our membership of the Organization? Can we
further say that the Assembly would require a two-thirds
majority vote to do that? Surely not. The question before
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the Assembly is a simple-majority question. It does not
involve the suspension or expulsion of South Africa from
membership of the Organization.

18. Articles 5 and 6 of the Charter are not called into
operation, they are not activated, because the Security
Council has not taken enforcement action against South
Africa under Article 5 of the Charter, nor has it recom
mended the suspension of the exercise of the rights and
privileges of South Africa. The ~b. urity Council does not
recommend the expulsion of South Africa either; therefore
we are not dealing here with the expulsion of South Africa
from membership of the Organization or the suspension of
the exercise of South Africa's rights and privileges. What
ever we do here, South Africa will still be a Member of this
Organization, at least for the time being.

19. The United Kingdom and the United States especially,
and the vast majority of their Western accomplices, have
waged a bitter campaign in defence of South Africa and its
apartheid and racist policies on this issue. They have
lobbied and they have instituted political and diplomatic
pressure in the capital cities of Member States in Asia, Latin
America and the Caribbean. They have even ventured to
take that shameless diplomatic pressure to the continent of
Africa on this issue. They have conducted a racist campaign
under the umbrella of defending the United Nations
Charter. In fact they are defending South Africa and its
racist policies.

20. Let us be clear on what we are talking about on this
issue. It is racism, pure and simple. Those of us who defend
the rights of the African and non-white populations in
South Africa and Namibia will vote with the Afro-Asians on
this matter. We shall vote against the motion that this is an
important question; we shall vote agair..st deferment of this
issue; and we shall vote in favour of barring South Africa
from participating in the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development.

21. We Afro-Asians support decency. We support the
inalienable rights of peoples as human beings. Our Latin
American brothers support decency. The United States
delegation, the United Kingdom delegation and the South
African delegation do not share our concern in these
matters.

22. The Western delegations, led by the United Staies,
which in the Second Committee and on the level of the
plenary will defend the position of South Mrica-we must
say in very plain language-are downright hypocrites on this
matter. They come here and with empty words denounce
apartheid and yet, in the language of the vernacular, when
the chips are down, as they are now, they move heaven and
earth in Latin America, Asia and even in Africa to support
South Africa and to defend its racist policies and its right to
display those racist policies in this Organization.

23. We must insist on this vote. We must therefore
reluctantly reject the Canadian proposal for a deferment.
We must insist that this issue is not an important question
within the strict meaning of Article 18 of the Charter. We
are not suspending the rights and privileges of South
Africa's membership of the Organization, nor are we
expelling South Africa from the O~ganization. I must

confess that there are those of us, including Tanzania, who
feel that we should really at this meeting be doing
that-expelling South Africa from the Organization as a
whole. But we are not. That is not the purpose of the
report from the Second Committee; that is not the issue
before us this morning. We are amending a formal resolu
tion of the Assembly. Article 18 which deals with im
portant questions does not include the admendment of a
resolution as an im ortant question.

24. The issue before us is a simple majority issue. It goes
no further than, nor even as far, in a strict juridical sense, as
General Assembly resolution 1761 (XVII) which called
upon Member States to break off diplomatic relations with
South Africa and to refrain from establishing economic
relations with it. The Assembly has the right to establish a
body with limited membership either at the beginning or at
a time subsequent to the original establishment of that
subordinate body, just as the Assembly has the right to
expand the membership.

25. If the legal position of the United States were
accepted, then my delegation would have to entertain
constitutional doubts about another action taken recently
in the Second Committee Gealing with the Development
Decade, an action which seeks to expand the Economic
Committee of the Economic and Social Council by an
additional twenty-seven members to include not only
Member States of the Organization but also States which
are not members of the United Nations. Can the Assembly
really expand the composition of the Economic and Social
Council in this manner? Can the Assembly expand the
Eco~omic and Social Council and its powers even in this
devious manner without engaging the Security Council?
But t!wse actions form part of the political disposition of
the Assembly rather than its political projections. The
action on the membership of UNCTAD taken by the
Second Committee is a political question pure and simple.
It reflects the strong aversion of the States of Africa, Asia
and Latin America to the abhorrent and nauseating policies
of apartheid. It is a revulsion against racism. We must
support and ratify this action here in the Assembly. A vote
against the ::Iraft resolution before us is in a very certain
sense a racist vote. It is a vote to maintain and support
racism in South Africa, for this is a purely political question
before us.

26. As I have said before, the chips are down and the lines
are drawn. We shall determine the true friends of Africa and
our real enemies by the votes which are cast. We therefore
want a roll-call vote on every aspect of this issue. We want
our friends and our enemies to be clearly identified and
counted. The Assembly, as never before, divides today,
divides this morning, on racial lines. The real meaning of
the draft resolution before us is to determine those States
which support racism and apartheid and the dethronement
and violation of fundamental rights and human freedoms in
South Africa, and those States which support decent and
humane principles which ought to surround the activities
of Member States in this Organization. In conclusion, we
trust that the racist tabloids in New York City, for instance,
will see this matter too in its proper racial proportions. My
delegation supports the draft resolution {A/7383, para. 9}
of the Second Committee and we reject the Canaaian
motion for deferment.
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27. Mr. WIGGINS (United States of America): The United
States delegation supports the motion of the representative
of Canada that consideration of the draft resolution
[A/7383, para. 9J be deferred. In the discussion which
took pbce in the Second Committee on the subject matter
covered in the report before us, and ID the numerous and
lengthy consultations which have taken place since
31)ecember, one thing has become apparent to all: deeply
held convictions are involved on all sides and they involve
far-reaching considerations affecting the Charter itself.
However much we may disagree with one another as to the
exact nature of the issues before us and the proper course
of action to be followed, we do respect fully the sincerity
of the views of the co-sponsors of the draft resolution in
the report before us, and I am confident that they in turn
respect the view of my delegation and others which on this
occasion differs from theirs.

28. The emotions of members have been aroused and
convictions, we know, are very deeply held. The juridical
and practical complications bound up in this matter have
been the subject of an able study [A/C2/L.I030J by '~he

United Nations Legal Counsel which the Secretary-General
has laid before the Assembly with his approval and which
clearly states that the action proposed in this draft
resolution is unconstitutional. We believe that no useful
purpose would be served in having a confrontation now on
this difficult and complicated issue which runs centrally to
the very integrity of this Organization.

29. We are convinced that such a confrontation, if it takes
place, will not have any genuine victors; this Organization
itself will clearly be the loser. It should not be necessary on
this occasion to say so, but I feel required to repeat that the
United States, in this and every other forum where it has
had an opportunity to speak, has denounced and opposed
apartheid in South Africa and has resisted every other form
of racial discrimination. I regret the inferences and the
suggestions that the position taken on this issue on this
occasion, out of profound belief in the necessity of
preserving the Charter and the Constitution, springs from
racial discrimination or any species of racism.

30. I deeply regret that the speaker who preceded me
suggested that the roll call on this issue, if and when it may
be held, will be a fair division of the membership of this
Organization between those who are the friends of the
African nations and the sponsors of this draft resolution,
and those who are their enemies. If this spirit is to pervade
this General Assembly every solemn issue which confronts
us from here on will have an added difficulty and an
increased embarrassment, and solutions to a whole
catalogue of problems will be further than ever beyond our
reach. I am sorry that this spirit has been introduced into
the discussion and I hope-and I think I really believe-that
those who have so presented it do not honestly believe that
they will have, on this legal and constitutional issue, a fair
test of those who are for them and those who are against
them. For all these reasons we support the motion for
deferment which has just been made.

31. Mr. GATUGUTA (Kenya): The Kenyan delegation
would like to make it quite clear that on this issue we
cannot change our position. We are going to vote for the
draft resolution adopted by the Second Committee docu-

ment [A/7383, para. 9J because we believe that this is a
political and moral issue. There is no question of legality in
the vote; it is a straightforward question of colonialism and
racism, and my Government and my people have always
stood against recialism and discrimination in any form. It is
for that reason that we intend to support this draft
resolution. We do not think it is in any way a violation of
the United Nations Charter. This is not the first time a
Member of the United Nations has been e'xpelled from an
agency of the United Nations; Portugal is not a member of
the Economic Commission for Africa; it has been expelled
by the Economic and Social Council, and it remains
expelled from that body. If that is possible, then it is also
possible to expel another Member from another subsidiary
organ of the United Nations.

32 I do not intend to enter into the legal question of the
issue because, as I said from the beginning, there is .no
legality involved here. But I may just mention one thing on
this question. When legal opinion was requested in this
connexion at New Delhi, the Legal Counsel for the United
Nations had this to say:

" 'At no point has the Assembly given any indication
that any State member of the Conference was to be
excluded from the seconc session. Had the Assembly
wished to initiate action for this purpose, such exclusion
would necessarily have to be a matter of express reference
in a resolution ...' " . [A/C2/L.I030, para. 6.]

33. In other words, at that time the legal opinion that we
were given at New Delhi was that this Assembly had power,
by an express resolution, to expel a Member from
UNCTAD. Now the position has been reversed and we are
told that the General Assembly cannot do so. With all due
respect, my delegation disagrees with this opinion, and it is
for that reason that we intend to go ahead and vote for this
draft resolution.

34. We believe that, as has been explained very clearly by
the delegation of Tanzania, under Article 22 of the Charter
the General Assembly has powers to establish an agency of
this Assembly by a resolution, and if the General Assembly
has those powers for the establishment of an organ it also
has powers to limit the membership.

3~. The motion before us today to defer the issue is
tantamount to rejection of the draft resolution, because
this motion by our friends from Canada does not say what
next, after deferring the issue. How long are we to defer the
issue? Indefinitely, or for a certain period of time? This
motion, in our opinion, is vague and cannot be accepted by
our delegation. We also believe that this is not an important
question under Article 18 of the Charter. We are not asking
the Assembly to expel South Africa from membership of
the United Nations; we are only asking the Assembly to
amend its own resolution and exclude certain Members
because of their racial policy. This, in our opinion, is purely
and simply a colonial question, like any other colonial
question we have dealt with here.

36. I should like to appeal to all those nations which
believe in the fundamental rights of man and the freedom
of the individual to support this draft resolution. The
United States has said here that it has always expressed its
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45. Furthermore, paragraph 4 of this document refers to
Article 22 of the Charter, under which the General
Assembly may establish "such subsidiary organs as it deems
necessary for the performance of its functions". However,
contrary to what is stated in paragraph 4 of the document,
it is nowhere provided in that Article that these organs
must "encompass all Members of the United Nations" and
of associated bodies.

43. I must say that these arguments are not convincing, at
least to my delegatio~. In particular, the document which I
have just mentioned raises a certain number of questions
which ate likely, in good faith, to create confusion in the
minds of many delegations.

44. In the first place, one may rightly wonder whether this
document, instead of haVing for its subject a study of the
procedure to be followed in order to exclude or suspend a
State from a subsidiary organ of the United Nations, does
not rather deal with an essentially different question,
namely, the exclusion of a Member from the Organization
itself.

42. This respect for the law, which characterizes the
policy of the Government of Cameroon in its relations with
other States, has naturally impelled my delegation to pay
the closest attention to the legal problems which would be
raised by the proposal to suspend South Africa from the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development. It
has therefore listened to the arguments of those who
believe that the step undertaken at the New Delhi Con
ference3 by a large number of countries was irregular. We
have also examined with attention the document
[A/C2/L.l030}, which contains the statement of the Legal
Counsel on the question.

47. Furthermore, no provision in the Charter allows us to
think that the rights and obligations of members of
subsidiary organs are the same as those of Members of the
United Nations Organization. This, by the way, explains
why all members of subsidiary organs, whether it be the
United Nations Development Programme, the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development, or any
other organ, are not necessarily Members of the United

2 Fifth session of the Assembly of Heads of State and Govern
ment of the Organization of African Unity, held at Algiers from 13
to 16 September 1968.

3 Second session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development, held from 1 February to 29 March 1968.

46. In our view, this is a new element, but one of
sufficient importance to give rise to controversy. Neither
the Upjted Nations ~harter nor even the rules of procedure
specify the composition of such subsidiary organs as the
General Assembly may deem it necessary to create.

37. To summarize, we are going to vote for the draft
resolution contained in document A/7383, suspending
South Africa from UNCTAD, we are going to vote against
document A/L.559 on the question deferring the issue, and
we are going to vote against any move or suggestion to
make this an important issue, under Article 18 of the
Charter.

OpInIOn against discrimination, apartheid, and so on. We of the Organization of African Unity,2 it is not the right of
agree: it has done that, but we ask it, "After expressing this force that will triumph, but the force of right. The evil
opinion then what?" We should like the sincere nations which undermines our Organization and which makes it
and countries to follow their words by actions. We now unable to settle international conflicts is the opposition
suggest to you that there is an action to be taken on the between the particular interests of States and the general
question of South Africa, that the time has come for you to interests of the world community. In view of this deteriora-
translate your words into action. I think it is now time that tion of the international climate, it is only respect for the
representatives should show their sincerity to the African obligations assumed by States that will enable us to bring
people-show whether they sincerely feel that racialism and about a better world where everyone will have his place.
discrimination must be eliminated, not only in Africa but
all over the world.

38. Mr. NJINE (Cameroon) (translated from French): On
behalf of the delegation of Cameroon I shall intervene
dispassionately in the debate in order to say straight away
that, despite our friendship for the Canadian delegation, the
delegation of Cameroon is unable to support the motion
[ A/L.559} it has just submitted. If I may, I should like,
again dispassionately, to explain why my delegation can
support only the draft resolution adopted by the Second
Committee IAj7383 par. 9}.

41. Since the legal asp~ctof the question has been so
much emphasized, I venture to state what my delegation
thinks about the legal document that has been distributed.
If any country respects international legality, it is
Cameroon. Indeed, my country dreams of a world where, as
President Ahidjo said at the last Algiers summit conference

40. The expulsion of South Africa from the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development is a
political necessity. It is in keeping with the spirit and the
letter of several pertinent United Nations resolutions. I have
only to mention that the sponsor of the proposal the text
of which has just been distributed has nowhere said
whether, in deferring the issue, members would be willing
to reconsider the case in the way desired by the sponsors of
the draft resolution adopted by the Second Committee.
Furthermore, it is impossible to dispute the legality of the
Seconci Committee's recommendation.

39. The adoption by the Second Committee of this
proposal, which merely modifies a resolution already
adopted by our Assembly-namely, resolution 1995 (XIX)
of 30 December 1964-has given rise to many criticisms and
comments of various kinds. Some have seen in it proof that
the representatives of African countries occasionally give in
to emotion to the detriment of legality. Others have even
asserted that the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development is an economic organization and that we
should therefore refrain from injecting political con
siderations into the debate. My delegation has also had the
opportunity to give serious thought to the legal document
that has been distributed and I should like to set forth from
this rostrum the position of my Government on this
problem.
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such

53. That opinion of the Legal Counsel is shared by my
delegation. UNCTAD is to the General Assembly what the
ECA is to the Economic and Social Council. They are both
subsidiary organs created, in conformity with the pertinent
provisions of the Charter, by two principal organs. The
latter are perfectly entitled to limit their membership.

54." So much for the legal aspect of the question. I have
attempted to show that Articles 5, 6 and 22 of the Charter
are not applicable to subsidiary organs. I have maintained
that our Assembly is competent to suspend a State from
one of its subsidiary organs. Finally I have mentioned in
that respect the decision taken by the Economic and Social
Council which, in accordance with the prerogatives confer
red upon it by the Charter, deemed it necessary to take
such a step. I have elaborated on this to some extent only
to refute certain deliberately made allegations which by no
means reflect the motivations underlying the proposal
submitted to the Assembly.

56. The creation of the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development goes back to the year 1961, when
the General Assembly, by adopting on 19 December 1961
resolution 1707 (XVI) entitled "International trade as the
primary instrument for economic development", affirmed
that it was

55. The decision to suspend the racist regime of South
Africa from the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development is governed, as I have said, by purely objective
considerations: the participation by representatives of the
minority regime in South Africa in the work of the Uqited
Nations Conference on Trade and Development is incom
patible with the aims and purposes of the latter. Further
more, it is flagrantly at variance with certain resolutions of
our Organization.

"essential that countries should ensure the maximum
expansion of their trade and an increase in their foreign
exchange income as a result of growth in the volume and
value of their exports".

57. In the view of my country as of many others, the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
should inspire and encourage international co-operation in
trade and development. That co-operation cannot be
extended to South Africa without violating various resolu
tions of the General Assembly. In this regard I recall in the
first place resolution 1761 (XVII) of 6 November 1962, in
which the General Assembly advocates breaking off diplo
matic relations with South Africa, forbids the establishment
of such relations and recommends an economic and trade
boycott; secondly, resolution 2202 A (XXI) of 16

Since the adoption of that historic resolution, the General
Assembly and the Economic and Social Council have
continued their work which has led to the constitution of
the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
[resolution 1995 (XIXjj, the aims and purposes of which
were, and remain, the promotion of commercial relations
and trade, stabilization of prices, the elimination of
obstacles to trade, development financing? etc.

" 'Had the Assembly wished to initiate action for this
purpose, (exclusion of a Member State), such exclusion
would necessarily have to be a matter of express reference
in a resolution . . .' ".

" ... that the Republic of South Africa shall not take
part in the work of the Economic Commission for Africa
until the Council, on the recommendation of the Eco
nomic Commission for Africa, shall fmd that conditions
for constructive co-operation have been restored by a
change in its racial policy".

"it would appear that the majority of the members of the
Council were of the view that, apparently under Article
68 of the Charter empowering the Council to create
commissions, the Council had the authority to expel one

52. The Legal Counsel, when he quite correctly recalled
that decision of the Economic and Social Council, did not
say that it was irregular. On the contrary, as he said in
paragraph 20 of his report,

50. Some, in justification of their opposition to such a
measure, maintain that it would create a dangerous pre
cedent. My country considers that the risk-if there is
one-is nothing in comparison with the profound motiva
tions which inspire the sponsors of the resolution adopted
by the Second Committee and with their determination for
fight the white minority racist regime in South Africa.

48. The General Assembly is competent to suspend a State
from any of its subsidiary organs. In that respect I agree
with the Legal Counsel when he states in paragraph 6 of his
report:

That is precisely the resolution which is now submitted to
our Assembly for adoption.

51. What is more, if the General Assembly decided to
suspend South Africa from the Conference on Trade and
Development, it would be follOWing the example of the
Economic and Social Council. It is scarcely necessary to
recall that by resolution 974 D III (XXXVI) of 24 July
1963, the Council decided:

49. In our view, the statement in the legal report
submitted at the 37th plenary meeting of the second
session of UNCTAD at New Delhi is still valid. No one
could doubt the competence of the principal United
Nations organ to decide on the membership of the organs
which it itself creates.

Nations. Indeed, what machinery could have been invoked Member State and to suspend another from one
if it had been a que§tion, for example, of expelling or commission".
suspending from UNCTAD a State which was not a Member
of the United Nations? It is obvious that in this particular
case, Articles 5 and 6 would not be applicable. I am of
course posing purely theoretical questions. My country
maintains very good relations with these States and has a
high opinion of their contribution to the work of the
organs to which they belong. It would not support any
attempt to exclude them. Nevertheless, these questions,
addressed to those who support the procedure set forth in
the Articles of the Charter for expelling a State from a
subsidiary organ, call for a reply.
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69. It is on the basis of that principle that we hav~

examined the draft resolution of the Se(.~ond Committee
[A/7383, paragraph 9} and have come to the conclusion
that certain amendments might improve the text and ensure

wider support for it. ,_,~~"'___ ,'. ,> , _

_,.:.,C.. :""'_.... _._:.:, ..~.,.:.:,: .._~

December 1966, in which the Assembly calls on Member
States to adopt economic sanctions against South Africa;
thirdly, resolution 2307 (XXII) of 13 December 1967,
whereby the General Assembly strongly reiterates its
conviction that the situation in South Africa constitutes a
threat to international peace and security, that action under
Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations is
essential, and lastly, that universally applied mandatory
economic sanctions are the only means of achieving a
peaceful solution.

58. Thus, unless we are deliberately to encourage certain
contradictions our Assembly cannot on the one j,'nd
recommend a~ economic boycott against the racist r'6lffie
of South Africa and on the other accept that countlj as a
member of a body entrusted precisely with the task of
eliminating obstacles to traue.

59. Hence the Assembly has to make a choice: t)ither to
maintain South Africa within the United Nations Con
ference on Trade and Development, and thus violate its
own resolutions calling for an economic boycott, or to
exclude, or at least suspend, South Africa from the
Conference and thereby safeguard the principles which we
all value.

60. My country has abided by the resolutions of our
Organization. It does not maintain relations with South
Africa. It cannot imagine within another framework-that
of UNCTAD-any form of collaboration with that State.
Thus the proposal adopted by the Second Committee
appears to my Government extremely timely. Failure to
understand the concern of the African Governments would
be tantamount to ignoring the danger created in Africa by
the policy of racial discrimination. At a time when, as the
report of the Special Committee on the Policy ofApartheid
of the Government of the Republic of South Africa
[A/7254] notes, the situation in South Africa is taking on a
new dimension because of the support that South Africa is
giving, in defiance of the recent resolutions of the General
Assembly and the Security Council, to the regime of· Ian
Smith, thus rendering inap~licable the economic sanctions
decided on against the Rhodesian racists, the international
community is in duty bound not to reject any proposal that
might contribute to a solution of the problem.

61. From the foregoing considerations it is obvious to my
Government that the suspension of South Africa from the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development is
legally, politically and morally justified. However, even if
we assume that there are still doubts in the minds of some
people about the legality of the decision to be taken, how
can we allow a country which has always shown disregard
for, if not opposition to, this legality to avail itself of the
same legality in order to participate in the work of the
Conference?

62. Finally, the expulsion or suspension of South Africa is
not a negative measure. It is a question of examining and
adopting any proposal aimed at compelling the South
African racists to respect the decisions of the international
community and to abandon the odious policy of apartheid.
To refuse any co~operation with that regime on the
economic and commercial level would be a step in that

direction. That is the meaning of the proposal submitted
through the Second Committee to this Assembly.

63. For these reasons my delegation is regretfully obliged
to state that it will vote against the proposal of our
Canadian friends. ! avail myself of this opportunity to recall
that it is simply a matter of replacing one General Assembly
resolution by another. An important question is not
concerned, and any attempt to have recourse to the
provisions of Article 18 of the Charter would be contrary
to our purpose.

64. The PRESIDENT (trany[ated from Spanish): We have
heard six speakers on this question, all of whom have
explained how they intend to vote on the proposed draft
resolution. Consequently, in order to proceed now to
explanations of votes before the vote is taken, speakers will
also have to refer to their positions in regard to the
proposed draft resolution.

65. Mr. CSATORDAY (Hungary) (translated from
French): I think that at the beginning of the consideration
of a question, there should be a general debate before
proceeding to the vote. This time we have not been given
the opportunity to make statements in a general debate. My
delegation wishes to make a statement, not in explanation
of vote, but in order to introduced a document [A/L.555] ,
which has already been submitted and circulated to 't.he
Members of this Assembly. I must therefore apologise,
Mr. President, for speaking on a matter other than the one
you indicated.

66. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): The
representative of Hungary may introduce his pror;usal.

67. Mr. CSATORDAY (Hungary) (translated from
French): Everyone is aware of the Hungarian position,
which is dictated by the attitude we have always main
tained towards the policy of apartheid. In all international
forums our delegation has done and will continue to do its
utmost to hasten the elimination of that policy. The
delegation of Hungary has always kept that objective in
mind as a member of the Special Committee on the Policies
of Apartheid of the Government of the Republic of South
Africa.

68. Moreover the delegation of Hungary has voted in
favour of all the resolutions adopted by the General
Assembly on this question, and, unlike many others, our
Government has complied with its obligations concerning
the implementation of those resolutions. Having broken off
economic relations with the Government of the Republic of
South Africa, my Government maintains no relations with
it at all, diplomatic or culturai. It follows therefore that my
delegation wishes to contribute once again, as in the past,
to such measures as will ensure the widest possible
international participation and combat most effectively the
infamous policy of apartheid of the racist Government of
South Africa.
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70. The preamble would be strengthened by a reference to South Africa should not take part in the work of the
resolution 1761 (XVII), in which the General Assembly Conference until it shall have terminated its policy of
requested Member States to racial discrimination and until that fact has been duly

confirmed by the General Assembly,".
"break off diplomatic relations with the Government of
the Republic of South Africa or refrain from establishing
such relations, to boycott all South African goods and to
refrain from exporting goods ... to South Africa".

This reference should follow the fourth preambular para
graph.

71. Resolution 1761 (XVII) is one of the most important
adopted on this subject by the General Assembly; through
its full implementation Member States would have con
tributed effectively to the elimination of the policy of
apartheid. Unfortunately, the use of the past conditional
tense is quite justified. It is well known that the Western
Powers, including three permanent members of the Security
Council, are not giving effect to this General Assembly
resolution, thus putting the Government of South Africa in
a position to continue its policy of racial discrimination.

72. We believe that, in the spirit of the aforesaid amend
ment, reference should again be made to the resolutions
inviting Member States to break off economic and diplo
matic relations with the South African Government, as well
as to the link existing between the resolutions mentioned ifi
the preamble and resolution 26 (H) adopted by the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development. That is
why we propose that the last two paragraphs of the
preamble should be replaced by the following text:

"Bearing in mind that the main purpose of the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development is the
promotion of economic relations and recalling that
resolution 1761 (XVII) requested Memher States to break
off diplomatic and economic relations with the Govern
ment of South Africa;

"Considering that resolution 26 (H) of the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development of 27
March 1968 is in conformity with the spirit of the
above-mentioned resolutions,".

73. As it stands, the operative part of the draft resolution
raises a complicated legal problem regarding its conformity
with the provisions of the Charter. Moreover, while it
indicates the opposition of the General Assembly to the
policy of racial discrimination of the Government of South
Africa, it takes on a discriminatory character when the
Assembly confirms therein, in an inadmissible way, pre
vious resolutions excluding socialist countries which are not
Members of the United Nations, such as the Democratic
Republic of Germany, the Democratic People's Republic of
Korea, the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam, from the
work of the Organization. This for us is a political question
of fundamental principle on which we must remain firm.
We think that the draft resolution would enjoy wider
support if its operative part was replace~ by the following
text:

"Agrees with the OpInIOn expressed. by the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development that

74. Since the original text of the draft resolution was of a
discriminatory character, my delegation was obliged to
abstain when the vote was taken in the Committee. If the
sponsors of the draft resolution can accept the amendments
we are proposing (see A/L.555), my delegation will vote in
favour of the amended draft resolution.

75. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We shall
now proceed to explanations of vote before the vote is
taken on the draft proposals before the Assembly.

76. Mr. OGOLA (Uganda): Mr. President, I wanted to take
the floor to speak on the substance of the draft resolution
{A/7383, para. 9]. I was anticipating that after the debate
on the Canadian motion there would be a vote on that
immediately, so as to permit us to begin discussing the
substance of the draft resolution and make explanations of
vote. Now, after the Hungarian amendments, I am at a loss
to know whether my statement is timely and whether you
will permit me to go ahead and begin discussing the
substance of the draft resolution as I had originally
intended. I should like your advice first before I make my
statement, because I am at a loss.

77. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): There has
been slight confusion in the order of our meeting this
morning. Actually, the Canadian motion was a point of
order that should have been put to the vote forthwith,
before the lengthy list of speakers took the floor.

78. Before the Canadian motion was presented, I had a list
of speakers to whom I was giving the floor according to the
order of inscription. The representative of Hungary, who
has just finishe~ his statement, also wanted to speak in the
general debate. Then he took his name off the list for the
general debate; later-so I understand-he put down hIs
name again, and I had to put him at the head of the list for
explanations of vote.

79. I think that the representative of Uganda may take the
floor after we have put the Canadian motion to the vote.
Actually, I do not know about which matter the thirteen
representatives who have asked to explain their votes before
the vote is taken wish to speak: whether it is about the
Canadian proposal, the Hungarian proposal or the draft
resolution recommended by the Second Committee in its
report {A/7383, para. 9].

80. Therefore if, as he has said, the representative of
Uganda is not ready to speak about the Hungarian proposal
until it is put to the vote, then we will proceed to vote on
the Canadian point of order, and then give the floor to the
thirteen speakers I have on my list to explain their votes.

81. Mr. OGOLA (Uganda): I would not wish to be out of
order, Sir. I agree that my intention is to eliminate the
Canadian motion as soon as possible. I therefore welcome
the opportunity given to us to express our friendship to
Canada in the most appropriate form.

•
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87. My Government joined the United Nations over six
years ago with an open mind. We were none, the less not
ignorant of the purposes and principles of the Charter of
this Organization. On the contrary, we had carefully
studied it in its entirety, and our good judgement coun
selled us to support the Charter. We believed then, as we
still believe now, that the Charter stood for the best hope
of mankind as a whole.

"To achieve international co-operation in solving inter
national problems of an economic, social, cultural of
humanitaric n character, and in promoting and encour
aging respect for human rights and for fundamental
freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex,
language or religion" .

89. The policies of the South Mrican regnne have,
however, shaken to its foundations the Charter that was so
ably and painstakingly constructed by peace-loving States
and people,. We have searched our minds and have won
dered, sometimes aloud, whether South African member
ship of this Organization can be justified under any pretext.
Although our conclusions have been fully formulated, we
have none the less not sought the expulsion of South Africa
from this Organization. Instead, we have accepted the
counsel of other delegations to tolerate this worst example
of Western civilization.

91. In South Africa today we have reached a point where
a frightened and cowardly minority has gone berserk. In an
attempt to hold itself against a doubly strengthened tide of
history it is desperately institutionalizing its despicable
policy of racial.separation. It has even reached the state of
making institutionalized racism part of its exports. Witness,
for instance, its high-handedness in attempting not only to
annex Narnibia-a United Nations Territory-but also to
extend into and consolidate in it, its policies of apartheid
with its denial of human rights and their protection under
the rule of law.

90. However, instead of getting better, the policies of
South Africa are getting worse. The racist minority in
South Africa is accentuating its brutal rule over the
majority black people in the country. South Africa stands
out as a country in which the human rights of the majority
are constantly being trampled underfoot. It is a society
where the basic tenets of individual liberty, taken for
granted in several States represented here, are systemati
cally denied to those whose skin is black. The most
rudimentary principles of human equality under law ac
corded by every Government to its people are, in the case
of the black people in South Africa, a crime even to expect.

88. We joined the United Nations especially because we
were imbued with the same idealism as contained in
Article 1 of the Charter in which the purposes and
principles of the United Nations are fully spelt out.
Especially pertinent to this resolution is paragraph 3. It
maintains that the principles of the United Nations are:

"The General Assembly,

82. I reserve the right of my delegation to speak in 86. Guided by my Government's adherence to the United
explanation of vote on the substance of the draft resolution Nations Charter and true to our determination to pursue
as soon as the Canadian motion has been eliminated. the promotion of human rights for all people, my delega

tion wholeheartedly supports and will vote for the draft
resolution appearing in paragraph 9 of document A/7383
now before the Assembly.

83. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I should
like to ask whether any of the thirteen speakers on the list
wish to speak before the vote on the Canadian motion
[A/L.559]. If not, I shall put it to the vote, but I should
like to remind the Assembly that an earlier speaker called
for a roll-call vote. I shall read out the Canadian proposal
once more, so that representatives may know on what text
they are voting. It reads:

Ecuador, having been drawn by lot by the President, was
called upon to vote first.

At the request of the Tanzanian representative, the vote
was taken by roll-call.

"Decides to defer consideration of the draft resolution
contained in paragraph 9 of document A/7383."

In favour: El Salvador, Finland, France, Greece, Guate
mala, Honduras, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Laos, Leso
tho, Luxembourg, Malawi, Malaysia, Malta, Mauritius,
Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway,
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Portugal, South Africa, Swaziland,
Sweden, TJnited Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, United States of America, Uruguay, Argentina,
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Botswana, Brazil,
Burma, Canada, Central African Republic, China, Colom
bia, Costa Rica, Denmark, Dominican Republic.

84. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I shall
now call upon those speakers on my list who have asked to
explain their votes before the vote is taken on the
amendments submitted by Hungary and on the Second
Committee's draft resolution.

Against: Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana,
Guinea, Guyana, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Jamaica, Jordan,
Kenya, Kuwait, Liberia, Libya, Mali, Mauritania, Morocco,
Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines, Rwanda, Senegal,
Sierra Leone, Somalia, Southern Yemen, Sudan, Syria,
Thailand, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Uganda,
United Arab Republic, United Republic of Tanzania, Upper
Volta, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Zambia, Afghanistan, Albania,
Algeria, Barbados, Burundi, Cambodia, Cameroon, Chad,
Congo (Brazzaville), Congo (Democratic Republic of),
Cuba, Dahomey.

Abstaining: Haiti, Hungary, Iran, Israel, Ivory Coast,
Lebanon, Maldive Islands, Mexico, Mongolia, Poland,
Romania, Singapore, Spain, Turkey, Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
Venezuela, Bulgaria, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic,
Ceylon, Chile, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia.

85. Mr. OGOLA (Uganda): After this Afro-Asian coup
d'etat I feel very happy to make my statement.

The motion was rejected by 52 votes to 47 with 23
abstentions.
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92. The Pretoria regime continues to expand those obnox
ious laws even as the international community, through its
representatives in the United Nations, continues ceaselessly
to implore South Africa to desist from its unacceptable
principles. The United Nations has on innumerable occa
sions declared the policy of apartheid "a crime against
humanity", "a threat to international peace and security"
and "an act of aggression". Yet my delegation has grave
doubts as to whether the South African regime has any
respect for the international community. Its arrogance has
convinced my delegation that it is a Member of this
Organization for quite different reasons. And they are not
acceptable reasons. It is in the light of the foregoing
observations that my delegation approached the draft
resolution now before the Assembly.

93. You will note, Mr. President, that in view of the above
observations, South Africa's credentials would normally not
only be in question, but its membership of this Organiza
tion would also be in serious doubt. Yet this draft
resolution does not seek to expel South Africa from this
Organization; nor does it seek to expel it indefinitely from
membership of UNCTAD. Rather, this draft resolution
merely w~shes to amend resolution 1995 (XIX) by calling
for the suspension of the participation of South Africa in
UNCTAD until such time as it has amended its ways and
thereby become worthy of enjoying the advantages of
UNCTAD. Such a change in its policy would help greatly in
enabling UNCTAD to pursue its objectives smoothly. This
is not the case now with South Africa present.

94. My delegation is aware of a written statement [A/C2/
L.l030j purporting to be judicious counsel submitted to
this Organization in respect to,fuis draft resolution. My
delegation humbly submits, however, that the counsel in
question is both unobjective and irrelevant. For one thing,
it completely glossed over the attitude and behaviour of
South Mrica vis-cl-vis article 1, paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of
which I have already quoted paragraph 3. These are known
to be violated daily by South Africa. In doing this the Legal
Counsel is guilty of whitewashing South Africa. Secondly,
the counsel imputed to the draft resolution the purpose of
expelling South Africa. Again it has misunderstood
deliberately or otherwise, I do not know-the aim of the
draft resolution. Nobody, certainly none of the sponsors of
this draft resolution, envisage the expulsion of South Africa
from either the United Nations or from the Economic and
Sodal Council. All we are doing is to endorse the UNCTAD
resolution 26 (II) and amend General Assembly resolution
1995 (XIX) so as to ensure 'that the future work of
UNCTAD is carried out in an atmosphere of responsible
statesmanship.

95. My delegation submits that the General Assembly is
competent to amend its own resolution. Some delegations
have argued in respect of this draft resolution that the
revision of resolution 1995 (XIX) would seriously impair
the struggle presently raging against apartheid, that it would
make South Africa more recalcitrant in its views and that it
would make it disregard the Charter even more brazenly
than hitherto.

96. My delegation does not share those views. On the
contrary, my delegation is convinced that the time for
coddling South Africa, in the vain hope that it would

improve its morals, is gone. Those who insist in the belief
that the best way to deal with South Africa is to coddle it
are either not serious or are simply propagating those views
the better to cover up their own sinister motives in regard
to the problem in southern Africa today.

97. At this juncture, I cannot help but recall how the
efforts by a great number of delegations in this Organiza
tion to achieve a universal representation of all peace-loving
States in the United Nations have been regularly thwarted. I
refer, of course, to the unsuccessful attempts so far to seat
the delegation of the Government of the People's Republic
of China. It is ironic that the same delegations which have
been the staunchest opponents to the seating of the
People's Republic of China, under the dubious accusation
that the People's Republic of China is not peace loving, also
support the presence of South Africa in our midst. Even
when all evidence points to South Africa as the enemy of
our Charter, and even when South Africa's policies of
apartheid have been declared a crime against humanity, to
its West European supporters its presence in the United
Nations is something apparently perfectly normal. What a
double standard!

98. My delegation is convinced that the time has come for
us all to begin seriously to uphold the Charter of our
Organization. Unless we make a definite effort in this
direction, its ideals are in danger of being replaced by
policies of commercial and political expediency. The
support given to this draft resolution may well be the
barometer by which the determination of all States and
Governments represented here to uphold peace and reject
war, may be measured. .

99. My delegation would not like to end its intervention at
this stage without expressing its gratitude to the delegations
and Governments of Yugoslavia and Venezuela for the
support they have given to the Afro-Asian sponsors of this
draft resolution. At a time when perhaps the Afro-Asian
people might sometimes tend to lose hope that non-Afro
Asian people cared for their survival, Yugoslavia and
Venezuela have once again demonstrated that there are
those who believe, as we do, that justice is universal and
knows no colour line. We in Africa and Asia appreciate true
friendship, but we also know that true friendship cannot
simply be assumed to exist merely by virtue of high
sounding phrases but rather that, like justice, it must be
seen to exist.

100. My delegation will vote for the draft resolution. For
the same reasons, if I may be allowed to explain, we voted
against the Canadian "resolution which was nothing but a
delaying tactic. We will also vote against any attempt,
should there be such an attempt, to make this motion an
"important question" within the meaning of Article 18 of
the Charter. My delegation believes that this is a simple,
straightforward political question and that only a simple
majority is required to have it adopted.

101. Mr. MBEKEANI (Malawi): The Malawi delegation
wishes to register its vigorous opposition to draft resolution
A/7383, para. 9 which was adopted by the Second Commit
tee on 3 December 1968 and which would have the General
Assembly suspend the Republic of South Africa from the
membership of the United Nations Conference on Trade
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107. My delegation fully endorses that conclusion, and
further, we take issue with those sponsors of the draft
resolution who seek to dismiss the Legal Counsel's opinion

"Any other procedure"-that is, besides that laid down
in Article V of the Charter-"to suspend a Member State
from an organ open to the general membership would not
be in accordance with the provisions of the Charter, nor
with the right of every Member State to expect that its
obligations will not be increased and its rights will not be
curtailed except in the manner expressly laid down in the
Charter" [A/C2/L.l030, para. 25 (b)}.

106. This question is particularly pertinent when it is
considered \:lat ~ome of the sponsors of the draft resolution
have asserted that a decision to remove South Africa from
UNCTAD is a moral act which is also "right" even though it
may contravene the explicit provisions laid down in
Article V of the Charter on the procedure for suspending a
country's rights and privileges of membership. Evidently,
not all the sponsors are equally convinced of the legal
validity of using a simple Assembly resolution to expel
South Africa from a permanent subsidiary organ comprising
all the Members of the Organization. And their uneasiness is
well founded, in view of the very competent opinion on the
matter that was provided by the Secretariat's Legal Counsel
in response to the sensible request by the representative of
Denmark in the Second Committee. One of the legal
counsel's conclusions states that:

105. I am aware, of course, that such practical considera
tions will carry very little weight with the sponsors of the
move to expel South Africa from the only existing world
trade organization. For they seem to regard its expulsion as
a necessary sacrifice of their own interests. In their eyes this
sacrifice apparently represents a significant moral gesture
which is required to give effective expression to the
Assembly's near unanimous condemnation of apartheid as a
flagrant violation of the principle of respect for human
rights enshrined in the Charter. One would perhaps feel
more sympathy towards this attitude had one not heard
Ambassador Botha state in the Committee that South
Africa is a major importer of products from developing
countries and that exports to the Republic from developing
countries alone are sold annually to the tune of about $300
million. Now, Malawi is among the handful of developing
nations that have concluded fonnal trading agreements with
the Republic. But is would be too flattering a tribute to the
progress of our industries to imagine that we ourselves-or
perhaps with a handful of rather small countries-are
entirely responsible for that impressive figure of $300
million. If therefore the figure cited is not an exaggeration
on Ambassador Botha's part, it can only be supposed that
by one means or another a fair number of other developing
countries are also conducting trade with South Africa. And
if that is indeed the case, what one might ask is the gesture
of trying to expel South Africa from UNCTAD really worth
in genuine moral terms?

102. In relating my Government's views more specifically
to the draft resolution before us, I may point out that there
is now more than sufficient evidence to demonstrate the
inutility of trying to isolate the Republic of South Africa.
The Republic has already been expelled-or else in order to
forestall expulsion has itself voluntarily withdrawn-from
several important international bodies and conferences. Yet
has there been a single shred of evidence to show that
South Mrica is considering revoking the apartheid system
as a result of its ever-increasing isolation? On the contrary,
in speaking on various items connected with the problems
of ~outhern Africa, representative after representative,
including some of the sponsors of the present draft
resolution, has drawn attention to certain measures ·.··hich
the South African Government has recently taken to
buttress apartheid still more fIrmly.

103. So what can that policy be said to have achieved in
practical terms? South Africa continues to flourish and to
pursue apartheid, undeterred. Indeed, it is the international
bodies themselves-all of which wert' created for the
purpose of furthering technical co-operation for the benefit
of the entire international community-that have neces
sarily suffered by the absence of so wealthy and populous a
natien.

and Development. In my statement in the plenary last reason, I confess I was considerably astonished to hear one
month on the question of apartheid [1731st meeting) and of the sponsors of the draft resolution declare in the
also in the debate on the question of Namibia during the Second Committee that there was no reason to suppose
resumed twenty-second session [1664th meeting} I ex- that South Africa's participation in UNCTAD is likely to
plained my Governmenfs conviction that the policy of promote relations between the Republic and the developing
seeking to isolate the Republic from the rest of the nations.
international community is a wholly misguided one. It is
not my intention to reiterate here the various points I have
already raised. But for the record I should like briefly to
recall our view that this policy represents a negative
approach to the problem of making South Africa revoke its
system of apartheid. While we believe that the policy of
isolating the Republic serves to give public expression to
the Assembly's justified sense of outrage, we also feel that
it is a self-defeating tactic in terms of achieving the
Assembly's avowed objectives. Far from encouraging South
Africa to give up apartheid, it is merely reinforcing its
defiant attitude.

104. And ,in the case of UNCTAD, the exclusion of South
Africa will have particularly grievous consequences for the
developing countries that fought so long and hard to get the
Assembly to establish a world trade organization as a
permanent subsidiary organ. As the representative of South
Africa himself remarked in the Second Committee [ 1240th
meeting}, it is both ironic and tragic that all the sponsors of
the present draft resolution are representatives of devel
oping countries, which stand to lose the most from the
expulsion of the Republic. For like the developing coun
tries, South Mrica is heavily dependent upon the sale of
exports of basic commodities, not just of gold, but also
agricultural products. Its trading interests therefore at least
partially coincide with those of the developing nations. But
because it is much wealthier than some of the members of
the Group of Seventy-seven and possesses the gold so
ardently desired by most of the industrialized manufac
turing nations, its voice is especially influential when it
comes to negotiating international commodity agreements
or favourable terms for the producer countries. For this
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111. -Naturally we are all of us fully aware of the political
reasons why no attempt has so far been made to amend the
Charter-so as explicitly to exclude from membership any
country practising a policy of racial discrimination. Exactly
the same reasons have likewise prevented any attempt to
expel South Africa from the Assembly under Article VI.
The frustration of the small countries, particularly the
countries of black Africa, at this continuing constitutional
stalemate in respect of the status of South Africa within the
Organization is perfectly understandable. However, that in
itself does not in our view render permissible illegal
methods of tampering with the Charter by the misuse of
voting power-especially when those methods have dan
gerous constitutional implications and accomplish nothing
practical in the way of forcing South Africa to give up its
system of apartheid.

112. There can be no doubt that the apartheid system
does constitute a flagrant violation of one of the fundamen
tal principles of our Charter. But equally the curtailment of
South Africa's rights and privileges of membership by a
simple Assembly resolution would contravene an explicit
Charter provision. Can we seriously argue that we would be
morally justified in seeking to correct one violation of the
Charter by means of another violation of the Charter? No,
in our view that is the way of legal chaos which in the end
will undermine the integrity of our Organization as a
constitutionally self-consistent body, impair its practical
functioning, lead to widespread disillusion and perhaps even
cause the great Powers, on whose continuing goodwill the
effectiveness of the United Nations ultimately depends, to
cease to treat it as a serious institution.

113. Finally, I would ask the co-sponsors of the draft
resolution to reflect on whether the move to expel South
Africa from a subsidiary organ of the Assembly does not
also conflict with the principle of universality which, no
less than respect for human rights, is a fundamental
principle enshrined in the Charter. Indeed, is not this very
principle invoked as one of the key substantive arguments
by supporters of the annual resolution aimed at admitting
representatives of communist China to our Organization?
And do not many of Peking's supporters further maintain
that this principle-if only on practical grounds-ought to
take precedence over moral doubts as to whether Com
munist China is or is not a genuinely peace-loving country
within the meaning of the Charter? My own delegation
does not subscribe to the vote for the admission of the
representatives of Communist China because of that Gov
ernment's expressly stated objections to specific Charter
provisions and because as things stand at the moment the
admission of the Peking Government representatives seems
to entail the automatic expulsion of the representatives of
nationalist China. Neverthless, we can see the merit in the
argument-which is another key point advanced by the
supporters of Peking-that if communist China is not

as irrelevant. We regard as wholly spurious the argument 110. in any political organization, the fundamental pur-
that the draft resolution presents no legal obstacle, since it pose of a written constitution is surely to safeguard daily
merely asks the Assembly to amend a previous measure, procedure from perversion. If at any time a particular
namely resolution 1995 (XIX), so as to effect a change in aspect of a constitution is seen to be inconsonant with the
the membership of the organ created by that measure. changing political realities, then the proper course is to alter

the constitution according to the provisions established for
its legal amendment-in the case of our own Organization,
via Article 'I 08 of the Charter.

108. While we could accept the principle that the Assem
bly might have the right to alter the membership of a body
which it has itself created, we also agree with the Legal
Counsel's opinion that "Creation of a subsidiary organ of
all the membership of the United Nations, less one or even
a few such Members excluded as a sanction, would be
tantamount to a suspension". Thus it is simply dishonest to
try to pass off the draft as being essentially a procedural
decision-which, of course, would require only a simple
majority vote for adoption-on whether or not to amend an
earlier resolution. The real issue is whether the substance of
that amendment is or is not tantamount to the suspension
of at least one of South Africa's rights and privileges as a
Member of the Organization. If it is tantamount to such a
suspension-and there is no doubt in my mind or that of
my delegation that it is-then the question obViously comes
within the purview of Article V of the Charter and
adoption of the draft would therefore be illegal. Moreover,
we believe that this is also true of the amendment to the
draft resolution put forward by the socialist countries in
document A/L.555. My delegation does not feel that the
mere avoidance of the word "suspenSion" or reference to
the actual membership of UNCTAD will in any way
diminish the effect that the resolution would have in
curtailing South Africa's exercise of the rights and privileges
of membership of this Organization. Consequently, even if
the draft were so amended, it would not, in our view, be
one iota less illegal.

109. Since we believe the draft resolution to be illegal, it
follows that the Malawi delegation will have to vote against
it. Indeed we deeply regret that the draft should ever have
been proposed in ~he first place, and I would beg the
sponsors to have the courage to consider withdrawing it
while there is still time. Even if they remain genuinely
unconvinced by the practical arguments against expelling
South Africa from the world trade organization, they
should be willing to pause and reflect on the unfortunate
constitutional implications for the future of our Organiza
tion that would ensue should the supporters of the
resolution succeed in overriding explicit provisions of the
Charter. As has been pointed out by many other delega
tions, if adopted, the resolution would set a dangerous
precedent, for it would serve as an active encouragement to
any given group of States having significant voting power to
employ it to push through draft resolutions curtailing the
membership rights and privileges of other countries with
whose policies that group might happen to disagree. We
could well be confronted with the hair-raising prospect of
having the Assembly continually subjected to a kind of
procedural blackmail in which normal business is com
pletely subverted by voting bargains being struck for just
this purpose. And if that possibility seems to representa
tives to be far-fetched, I would remind them that in the
Second Committee, one of the sponsors of the draft
resolution saw fit gleefully to anticipate the time when
similar drafts might be introduced to debar other nations
from participating in UNCTAD.

I
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115. It is with those considerations and fears in mind that
the Malawi delegation will vote against the draft resolution
appearing in paragraph 9 of document A/7383 in the hope
that in the likely event that the co-sponsors refuse to
withdraw the draft resolution then at least it will be
rejected by the main body of the membership of this
Assembly.

114. In the next context, it seems relevant to recall that in
the Second Committee one of the co-sponsors of the draft
resolution sarcastically asked whether sovereign States
should be required-presumably by the terms of the
Charter-to associate with the representatives of a State
whose policy they found profoundly repugnant. But the
answer to that question surely ought to be a categorical
affirmative. One of the chief values of the Organization lies
precisely in the fact that it serves as a centre of contact for
all countries regardless of differences of individual ideolo
gies or temporary disputes. At present the United Nations
embraces several nations which have 110 direct diplomatic
relations with certain other nations. Yet because they are
also Members of this body they are compelled to sit down
side by side, to observe elementary courtesies and to share
publicly common friends and political liaisons. All these

judged to be peace-loving then it will be more likely to types of indirect contact are very useful in helping to
change its attitude if it is brought within the influence of maintain and develop peaceful international relations in
the world Organization. Well, does not the same argument general. But the ability of the United Nations to provide
hold good for South Africa? Do not those co-sponsors of outlets for indirect contact at several different organiza-
the draft resolution who are also supporters of the tional levels could be badly eroded by the illegal expulsion
admission of Peking see the inconsistency of their posi- of Member States from subsidiary bodies. However, indirect
tion? Apparently not. contacts between avowed enemies always have 1:0 be

maintaim~d as part of the necessity of international political
functioning. And if the maximum use is not made of this
forum and its subsidiary bodies in order to maintain such
contacts then they will necessarily have to be negotiated
outside this chamber and the United Nations will gradually
fmd itself bypassed.

Litho in U.N. 7700I-February 1971-2,300




